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Types of feature ledes 

 

Descriptive/Anecdotal ledes  

- Describe a person, place, scene or event 

- Sometimes includes non-verbal information 

- Puts the person/event into context 

In a classroom of reforming ruffians, Jane Ruprecht refuses to be a warden. 

There are no lectures in “Dr. J’s” classroom at the Phoenix program in Immokalee. There are conversations. 

No orderly schedule, regulating Ruprecht’s students throughout the day, hangs on the wall. Ruprecht lets her students 

choose what activities they need to work on, and plays the rest by ear. 

The rules don’t say anything about gum chewing or food in the classroom. There are important ones, though: no 

fighting and have respect. 

And while they pick on each other, gently shoving or name-calling, not one of Ruprecht’s burly boy students, who, 

for various reasons, were expelled from Immokalee High School, dares disrespect her. For some, she is the only one on 

their side. 

Ruprecht isn’t a jailer. She’s more than an educator. She is their friend. 

Now, she is also Collier County’s teacher of the year. 

Narrative ledes 

- Tells a sequential story 

- Often includes dialogue 

- Allows the reader to feel as if he/she is seeing the action 

Manatee Middle School students clustered in chaotic lines Thursday, crowding distributors for their piece of 

merchandise. 

“I got it!” fourth grader Nate Jules exclaimed, waving his claim wildly in the air as he skipped away from a mob of 

classmates. 

The wares weren’t the latest video games, CDs or movies; they were books, each professionally bound and authored 

by the students themselves. 

Teachers and reading coach Sharlene Burkett smiled as students scrambled into private corners to examine their books 

from cover to cover. With the stress and monotony of Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) writing tests just 

two days behind them, it was nice to see students excited about writing once again, Burkett said. 

“They hated writing,” she said. “But from this, they learned writing can be fun. 

“They learned there’s more to writing than passing a test.” 

 

Contrast/Then-and-Now ledes 

- Features a clever contrast between differing perspectives or time periods 

- Introduces/emphasizes change 

 Life was a bit different the first time Kathy Switzer tried to run a marathon. 

Children stole glances at televisions in shop display windows as Elvis Presley gyrated on stage. The Vietnam War 

raged on, prompting protests around the world.  

And Boston Marathon Race Official Jack Semple despised the idea of a woman running in his race so much that he 

attacked Switzer while she was running and dragged her from the course. 

Fifty years later, Switzer is not only running; she’s being honored, and her race bib number – 261 – is being retired. 
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Teaser/Mystery ledes  

- Leads you into the story mysteriously 

- Paints a picture, but doesn’t give away the surprise 

Greg Lang’s glistening blue eyes locked firmly on his girlfriend’s each time she brushed his arm. 

The 18-year-old reached for her legs with manly arms, cloaked in fair, blond hair and strong from years of 

swinging a golf club. 

When they look at each other, the rest of the world seems to dissolve, and the pair appears lost in a private, silent 

conversation. 

His beaming smile gives away his worst-kept secret: Greg is a teenager in love. 

Just looking at him, no one could guess the other major truth of his life. 

Doctors predict Greg has six months to live. 

 

Focus-on-a-person ledes 

- Useful in larger trend stories 

- Uses one person/group to convey impact 

- Puts a human face to a complex/abstract issue 

As the GOP-controlled Congress abandons its battle to repeal and replace the Obama-era health care law, recipients 

on the Lower Shore of Maryland now face some difficult decisions of their own. 

People like Jenni Pastusak.  

When she enrolled herself and her two sons on the Affordable Care Act's health exchange in Maryland a few years 

ago, the Salisbury woman was wowed by the low premium.  

“I thought this was the way to go for me financially. Then year two rolled around,” said Pastusak, who works as the 

sole proprietor of a public relations firm. “It increased dramatically and you go, 'Woah.'"  

 

One-line ledes 

- Typically short and to the point 

- Soft – fun & interesting 

Delaware is about to get twice-baked.  

(Story about a bakery opening a second location) 

*** 

Summer camp students got a chance to soak up some Rays at a special training session with the Tampa-based 

team Wednesday.  

(Story about a baseball-themed summer camp with the Tampa Rays) 

*** 

 Beer lovers rejoice.  

(Story about the governor declaring craft beer month) 
 


